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Abstract
We analyze how leniency aﬀects cartel pricing in an infinitely-repeated oligopoly
model where the fine rates are linked to illegal gains and detection probabilities depend on the degree of collusion. A novel aspect of this study is that we focus on the
worst possible outcome. We investigate the maximal cartel price, the largest price
for which the conditions for sustainability hold. We analyze how the maximal cartel
price supported by diﬀerent cartel strategies adjusts in response to the introduction
of (ex-ante and ex-post) leniency programs. We disentangle the eﬀects of traditional
antitrust enforcement, leniency, and cartel strategies on the maximal cartel price. Exante leniency cannot reduce the maximal cartel price below the price under antitrust
without leniency. On the other hand, for ex-post leniency, improvement is possible
and granting full immunity to single-reporting firms achieves the largest reduction in
the maximal cartel price. To reduce adverse eﬀects under both leniency programs, fine
reductions to multiple-reporting firms should be moderate or absent. Finally, ex-post
leniency should provide less generous fine reductions to multiple-reporting firms, which
is supported by the current practice in the US and the EU.
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Introduction

During the last decades, antitrust policies in the US and the EC have undergone substantial
reforms and currently include leniency programs as a key ingredient, see US Department
of Justice (1993) and EC (2006). Leniency programs grant total or partial immunity from
fines to the cartel members who collaborate with the antitrust authority (AA) by revealing
information about the cartel. The rational for having leniency programs is based upon the
economic principle that induces firms, who broke the law, to report their illegal activities if
they are given proper incentives. Both the US and EU AAs have experienced an increase in
leniency applications after introducing leniency programs and claim such programs are successful, while many academics remain skeptical. The discussion generated a vast theoretical
literature on the eﬀects of leniency programs.1 Many influential studies are conducted in
the context of an infinitely-repeated sequential game: in each period, the firms first choose
whether to collude, and then decide whether to apply for leniency if they have colluded. In
most of the existing studies, price setting is restricted to three prices that capture the profit
levels of perfect competition, cartel (or monopoly) and the profit of cheating on the cartel
price. In response to policy changes such as the introduction of a leniency program, the
existing models focus on whether the cartel forms, i.e., can the cartel sustain the cartel (or
monopoly) price. Our study focuses on the equally important issue how cartels adjust their
prices in response to such policy changes.
We investigate the impact of leniency programs on cartel prices in a general dynamic
oligopoly model with price modeled as a continuous decision variable. In this framework, we
analyze the impact of antitrust enforcement instruments, such as (reduced) fine schedules
and monitoring and detection probabilities, that are endogenous in the collusive price. For
the proper analysis of cartel price adjustments in response to policy changes, one should
shift the focus away from the traditional analysis of sustainability of collusion in terms of
the critical discount factor. Block et al. (1981), Harrington (2004, 2005), and Chen and
Harrington (2007) provide analyses of the profit-maximizing cartel price when the discount
factor is suﬃciently large. Alternatively, without restricting the range of discount factors,
we focus on the highest cartel price for which the equilibrium conditions for sustainability
hold, called the maximal cartel price.
The maximal cartel price has received little attention in the literature and this is an
omission for several reasons. The maximal cartel price represents the consumers’ worst-case
scenario of maximal damage. Furthermore, it is the relevant proxy for the set of sustainable
cartel prices, i.e., the cartel’s strategic possibilities to exploit price-fixing. Also, it puts a
simple upper bound on the profit-maximizing cartel price avoiding technicalities involved
with the possible non-monotonicity and non-concavity of the cartel’s objective function. In
1

Optimal implementation of antitrust policy with leniency programs for cartel enforcement has been
analyzed in e.g. Motta and Polo (2003), Rey (2003), Spagnolo (2004, 2008), Harrington (2004, 2005, 2008,
2011), Hinloopen (2003, 2006), Motchenkova (2004), Buccirossi and Spagnolo (2006), Harrington and Chen
(2006), Chen and Rey (2013), Chen and Harrington (2007), Choi and Gerlach (2012), and Lefouili and Roux
(2012).
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contrast, the objective function underlying the maximal cartel price is always monotonically
increasing and linear. Next, in studying the profit-maximizing cartel price, the main focus is
on the subcase of nonbinding equilibrium conditions.2 Because the maximal cartel price can
be reinterpreted as the profit-maximizing cartel price under binding equilibrium conditions,
our study is complementary to these studies. Finally, since AAs often do not have detailed
information about demand, costs, and profits of firms, their assessments of market behavior
are usually limited to observed prices. The maximal cartel price naturally complements
empirical price assessments by taking society’s maximal damage as its leading criterion.
We introduce a novel technique for analyzing the maximal cartel price. This technique
can be illustrated graphically, appeals directly to economic intuition, and enhances a more
general analysis of sustainable cartel prices than was previously possible. We will show that
the maximal cartel price adjusts naturally to policy changes and that cartels are more likely
to reduce prices rather than to give up on collusion altogether.
The aim of introducing a leniency program is to destabilize the cartel. In our setting,
this means reducing the maximal cartel price below the one under antitrust enforcement
without such a program. Under leniency programs, firms who broke the law are allowed to
report their illegal activities in exchange for reduced fines. Self-reporting may take place exante before any investigation by the AA starts, or ex-post during an ongoing investigation.
While leniency programs introduce additional incentives for the firms to break the cartel
agreement, they also broaden the range of cartel strategies, in particular the cartel may
exploit these programs if they are too generous. As extensively discussed in Chen and Rey
(2013), this may manifest itself in the form of a ”collude and report” strategy and generates
adverse eﬀects. This concern is also validated by experimental evidence, see Hinloopen and
Soetevent (2008). We also analyze such a strategy together with a standard ”collude and
never report” strategy and derive the resulting endogenous maximal cartel prices supported
by these two types of strategies. We observe that a ”collude and report” strategy may not
only become more attractive for the cartel, as reported in the literature, but also aﬀects the
maximal cartel price.
For ex-ante leniency, our characterization of the maximal cartel price shows that it is
impossible to reduce this price below the maximal cartel price under antitrust enforcement
without leniency. The reason is that ex-ante leniency introduces an additional incentive
compatibility constraint that will never be binding for non-reporting cartels. However, if exante leniency is too generous, it has an adverse eﬀect where the collude and report strategy
is exploited and the maximal cartel price increases above the one in the absence of leniency.
This result is diﬀerent from Motta and Polo (2003), who show that collude and report
strategies cannot be sustained in equilibrium under ex-ante leniency.
Our results for ex-post leniency diﬀer from those for ex-ante leniency. Under ex-post
2

Profit maximization under nonbinding equilibrium conditions is investigated in Block et al. (1981),
Harrington (2005) and Houba et al. (2010). Harrington (2004) shows that the equilibrium conditions must
be nonbinding in case of suﬃciently large discount factors. For a special case, Houba et al. (2012) investigate
both binding and nonbinding equilibrium conditions for the entire range of discount factors.
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leniency, the maximal cartel price can be reduced below the one under antitrust enforcement
without leniency. In this case, the additional incentive compatibility constraint introduced
by ex-post leniency can be binding for cartels which never report and the largest reduction
of the maximal cartel price is achieved if single-reporting firms are granted full immunity.
Nevertheless, one should still be cautious about the possible adverse eﬀects caused by ex-post
leniency. If ex-post leniency is too generous for multiple-reporting firms, it will increase the
maximal cartel price and this eﬀect may even undo the improvement mentioned before. To
reduce these adverse eﬀects, fine reductions in case of multiple-reporting should be absent
or moderate.
When comparing the ex-ante and ex-post leniency programs, we conclude that ex-post
leniency should be less generous than ex-ante leniency in case of multiple-reporting firms.
The exact relation depends upon the monitoring probability. This result supports the current
practice in the US and the EU to diﬀerentiate between these fine reductions. It also gives a
clear-cut novel policy recommendation on how the eﬀectiveness of leniency programs can be
improved.
In the next paragraphs, we relate our study to the existing theoretical literature.3 The
seminal paper on optimal revelation schemes as part of antitrust policy is Motta and Polo
(2003), who study an infinitely-repeated sequential game with three prices that capture the
three most important profit levels as mentioned above. In each period, firms decide whether
to reveal information about their misconduct. The cartel adopts a grim-trigger strategy
in which cheating on the cartel agreement by either setting a diﬀerent price or applying
for leniency triggers competitive behavior forever after. Their agreement also specifies that
the cartel continues to operate as usual each time it is caught by the AA. Under the optimal antitrust policy, introduction of ex-post leniency programs induces firms to report and
destabilizes the ”collude and never report” strategy. However, ex-ante leniency programs
are ineﬀective in their setting. As is also shown in Spagnolo (2004) and Rey (2003), eﬀective
ex-ante leniency programs require substantial rewards to the reporting firms.
Chen and Harrington (2007) incorporate ex-ante leniency programs into a special case
of the framework in Harrington (2004, 2005) to augment antitrust policy in an environment
where cartels arouse suspicions and price is a continuous variable. The price setting in Chen
and Harrington (2007) can be regarded as a generalization of the competition phase in Motta
and Polo (2003). The grim-trigger strategies are similar to those in Motta and Polo (2003),
but with the diﬀerence that the cartel terminates its illegal business after being caught once
by the AA. In such environment, cartels also need to manage suspicions, modeled as if the
cartel keeps in mind an endogenous detection probability. The focus is on an exogenous
antitrust policy in order to study the cartel’s optimal reaction on the profit-maximizing
3

In addition to the theoretical literature, there are a number of experimental and empirical articles on
leniency. The empirical studies have generally investigated the eﬀect of leniency programs on cartel stability,
cartel duration, and harm, see e.g. Miller (2009) or Brenner (2009, 2011). Recent experimental studies
are Apesteguia et al. (2007), Hinloopen and Soetevent (2008), Bigoni et al. (2012), and Hamaguchi et al.
(2010).
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cartel price, which implies that cartel formation and the cartel’s pricing strategy have become
endogenous decisions. In Chen and Harrington (2007), the detection probability also depends
upon past prices and collusive behavior induces a cumulative liability in the form of fixed fines
and private law suites. These two features introduce state variables into the model and this
makes the equilibrium non-tractable. The analysis, therefore, has to resort to simulations
of price paths. Nevertheless, their model admits a steady-state profit-maximizing cartel
price that lies above the non-cooperative price, and this price is independent of the leniency
program. Hence, the leniency program is ineﬀective.
The foci of our paper are also detection probabilities and penalty schemes that depend
upon cartel pricing, a topic that receives relatively little attention in the literature. However,
such modifications are relevant because these are closer to current antitrust policies. Also,
in our paper cartel formation and its pricing strategy are endogenized, similar to e.g. Harrington (2004 and 2005). Our model extends Motta and Polo (2003) approach by including
endogenous cartel behavior, the presence of suspicions, and a general class of endogenous
antitrust policies with penalty schemes proportional to illegal gains and the possibility of
diﬀerent fine reductions to single-reporting and multiple-reporting firms. Several aspects of
the model in Chen and Harrington (2007) are also generalized, namely a general oligopoly
model instead of Bertrand oligopoly, general penalty schemes with endogenous fine reductions. Our model unifies some diﬀerent assumptions in Motta and Polo (2003) and Chen
and Harrington (2007) and bridges them together. A major diﬀerence between our focus
and that of most existing studies is that we consider the maximal cartel price.4
Similar to the existing theoretical literature, we select particular policy rules adopted by
the AA. The two essential policy rules that crucially influence the strategies of the firms
are whether price-deviating firms are punished and whether repeat oﬀenders are allowed
to obtain reduced fines. Similar to Motta and Polo (2003), we adopt the setting where
price-deviating firms are not punished and leniency is available to both first-time and repeat
oﬀenders. These policy rules are part of the optimal design according to available theoretical
literature, see e.g. Spagnolo (2004), Rey (2003) or Chen and Rey (2013). Spagnolo (2004)
and Rey (2003) show that not punishing price-deviating firms increases the incentives of a
colluding firm to deviate and, hence, destabilizes collusion the most. We select the policy
rule of not punishing price-deviating firms in order to investigate the role leniency might
have augmenting optimal antitrust enforcement without leniency. Chen and Rey (2013) and
Wils (2008) advocate policies that grant leniency to repeat oﬀenders as well as first-time
oﬀenders, as not allowing repeat oﬀenders to apply for leniency will in the long run make
leniency inapplicable for the majority of cartels. Moreover, this policy is currently employed
in practice, see e.g. EC Leniency Guidelines EC (2006).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines the model. In
4

Our analysis is complementary to the analysis of the profit-maximizing cartel price in Harrington (2004
and 2005), where the main focus is on suﬃciently large discount factors under which the equilibrium conditions will be non-binding.
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Section 3, we analyze the eﬀects of antitrust enforcement without leniency. In Sections 4
and 5, we analyze ex-ante leniency programs and ex-post leniency programs, respectively.
Section 6 concludes the analysis and discusses several policy recommendations.

2

The Model

There are n ≥ 2 firms that compete in every of infinitely many periods in the presence of an
antitrust policy with a leniency program. In each period, the firms first choose their prices,
and then decide whether to apply for leniency if they have colluded in setting prices. Since
the firms choose these two types of actions sequentially, the model we adopt in this paper is
an infinitely-repeated sequential game of Wen (2002). The antitrust policy consists of two
stages: 1) after observing the market outcome, the AA will investigate possible collusion
among the firms probabilistically; 2) without additional evidence (particularly from the
colluding firms), the AA will be able to prosecute and fine the firms successfully with some
probability. Leniency programs allow amnesty or reduced fines if some firms report evidences
to the AA so that the AA will be able to prosecute the case with certainty. There are two
versions of the leniency program, ex-ante and ex-post. The diﬀerence depends on when
leniency may apply, before (ex ante) the AA starts its investigation, or after (ex post) its
investigation but before the AA is able to conclude the case on its own. We will analyze
three policy regimes, antitrust without leniency as well as antitrust with an ex-ante or ex-post
leniency program.
The firms will take the antitrust policy with or without a leniency program as exogenous.
It is well known that repeated games such as the one used in this paper admit multiple
subgame perfect equilibria, commonly known as the folk theorem. In a subgame perfect
equilibrium, a firm always takes the optimal action at any stage of the game no matter how
the game has been played, given how the other firms react in the future as specified by
the equilibrium strategies. We will focus on a special class of stationary subgame perfect
equilibria that have been the main focus in this literature,5 in which the firms take the same
actions (cartel agreement in pricing and reporting strategies) as long as no firm has deviated,
otherwise, the firms will compete non-cooperatively in the future. The underlying rationale
is that cartels are based upon trust and this trust will be gone once some firms deviate
from their cartel agreement. We call the strategies underlying these equilibria modified grim
trigger strategies, because our model is a modified repeated game with a two-stage sequential
game of pricing and reporting in every period.
Price competition in each period is modelled as a symmetric Bertrand model among the
n firms with either homogenous or heterogeneous products. Let π(p1 , . . . , pn ) be a firm’s
per-period profit for prices p1 , . . . , pn ∈ R+ . Since we mostly deal with symmetric outcomes,
denote π(p, . . . , p) ≡ π(p) for simplicity. We denote the static Nash/non-cooperative equilibrium price and the maximal collusive/monopoly price by pN and pM , respectively. In each
5

See e.g. Motta and Polo (2003), Rey (2003), Spagnolo (2004, 2008), and Chen and Rey (2013).
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period, the firms first decide a symmetric collusive price, say p ∈ (pN , pM ].6 To analyze cartel
stability, denote a firm’s profit from unilateral deviation when all the other firms choose price
p by π opt (p) = supp′ π (p′ , p, . . . , p).7 As in Harrington (2004, 2005), we assume that π(p) is
continuous and strictly increasing in p ∈ [pN , pM ], π opt (p) is continuous, strictly increasing,
(
]
and π opt (p) > π(p) > 0 for p ∈ pN , pM . Without loss of generality, we normalize this static
Bertrand model so that π(pN ) = 0, so one may interpret π (p) as the net profit above the
( )
non-cooperative profit π pN = 0.
The antitrust policy has the following structure in each period: Given p ∈ [pN , pM ],
1. the AA will launch an investigation on the firms for possible colluding activities with
probability µ(p);
2. upon being investigated, the firms will be proved to be guilty of collusion with probability θ(p), and upon being convicted, every firm will be fined by k(p)π(p);
Assume that both µ(·) and θ(·) are non-decreasing in p, as a higher cartel mark-up will
invoke more attention from the AA, and more likely the AA can prove and detect the cartel
(see Harrington (2004, 2005), and Connor and Bolotova (2006)). We also assume that the
AA does not make a type-I error in prosecuting with θ(pN ) = 0, but may make a type-II
error with θ(p) < 1 for all p ∈ (pN , pM ]. As in Rey (2003), we assume that the AA will
prosecute the firms only based on the firms’ misconduct during the current period, but not
from early periods.8 Moreover, we adopt the treatment of Motta and Polo (2003) that a
price-deviating firm is not prosecuted. Based on the current practice in many countries, k(·)
is assumed to be non-decreasing as the fine is often positively related to the social harm
caused by the cartel and the firms’ illegal gains. The fine schedule k(·) could also include
private damages, as in Harrington (2004, 2005). For technical tractability, we assume that
all these three policy functions are continuous in p ∈ (pN , pM ] and have well-defined right
limits at pN as they may not be continuous at pN . Finally, the analyses in Bageri et al.
(2013) and Katsoulacos and Ulph (2013) suggest detection probabilities around 0.15 and
levels of fines in the range of two to three times the illegal gains of the cartel. This implies
an expected penalty roughly between 30% to 50% of illegal gains, which are of the same
order of magnitude as estimated by Bryant and Eckard (1991). Accordingly, we assume that
(
]
0 ≤ µ (p) θ(p)k (p) < 1 for all p ∈ pN , pM . Hence, the expected fine is always lower than
the abnormal profit and the firms are always tempted to collude in setting their prices.
6

Bageri et al. (2013) and Katsoulacos and Ulph (2013) show that antitrust fines based upon turnover
could induce Cournot oligopolies to collude at a price even above the monopoly price.
7
We deliberately write “sup” instead of “max” so that π opt (·) is well-defined even for the Bertrand model
with homogeneous products.
8
Having the penalty depend on the current price mark-up relaxes a restrictive assumption of fixed penalties
imposed in most of the theoretical leniency analyses. It also allows us to obtain tractable results. However,
our set-up still does not fully reflect the current sentencing guidelines, where the penalty also depends on
the duration of the cartel. Unfortunately, incorporating duration will be at the expense of stationarity, see
e.g. Harrington (2014). Therefore, we leave this extension to future research.
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As described early in this section, leniency programs may grant total amnesty or partially
reduced fines to the firms that cooperate with the AA, in which case the AA will be able
to prosecute the other colluding firms with certainty. We will be more specific on how to
incorporate ex-ante and ex-post leniency programs into the model in Section 4 and Section
5, respectively.
There are two diﬀerent treatments in the literature of how the firms behave after being
detected and convicted by the AA. While Harrington (2004) assumes that the cartel dissolves
forever once this occurs, Motta and Polo (2003) assume that cartel re-establishes every time
it is detected and convicted by the AA, which is consistent with profit-maximizing behavior.
To include these two polarized cases, we assume that every time the firms are detected and
convicted by the AA, they will compete non-cooperatively in the future with probability γ
and re-establish the cartel with probability 1 − γ in the following period. How the firms
behave after being convicted does not aﬀect the main results in the mentioned papers, but
simply enhances or reduces the impact of detection and conviction, which is also the case in
our analysis.
Given the antitrust policy as described so far, the firms will first choose prices, and then
decide whether to report to the AA if there is a leniency program in place in every period.
The firms evaluate their strategies based on their total discounted profit over infinitely many
periods with a common discount factor δ ∈ (0, 1) per period. We follow the mainstream
literature by focusing on two classes of stationary subgame perfect equilibria:9 1) the firms
always collude and never report to the AA, called silent cartel, and 2) the firms always collude
and always apply for leniency, called systematically-reporting cartel. Even with these two
classes of equilibria, there are still many sustainable cartel prices. Moreover, the union of all
these cartel prices covers the range of subgame perfect equilibrium prices that are sustainable
in the class of grim trigger strategies.
For each of the three possible policy regimes, we are interested in the maximal cartel
price. The maximal cartel price is the highest cartel price among the cartel prices that
are sustainable within the class of stationary grim trigger strategies we consider. In what
follows, we express the maximal cartel price as the solution of an optimization program in
which we maximize the cartel price over the subset of all cartel prices that are sustainable.
Such cartel price represents the worst possible outcome in terms of deadweight loss in social
welfare. On the technical side, the equilibrium conditions are the standard ones based upon
the incentive compatibility constraints (ICC) of cartel participants not to deviate either in
choosing prices or deciding whether to report to the AA. In contrast to the literature, these
constraints are solved explicitly in the variable of interest that is the maximal cartel price.
In other words, the maximal cartel price is determined by these constraints only.
9

See e.g. Motta and Polo (2003), Spagnolo (2004), and Chen and Rey (2013).
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3

Antitrust Policy without Leniency

In this section, we analyze the maximal cartel price under antitrust policy without a leniency
program as a benchmark. Since colluding firms are not eligible for reduced fines, the firms
only need to decide prices in each period. Accordingly, there is only one ICC for cartel
stability under which no individual firm has any incentive to deviate from the cartel price.
Keeping in line with the class of stationary subgame perfect equilibria, we will focus on the
following modified grim-trigger strategy profile to sustain a cartel price p > pN :
1. Firms set price p > pN in the first and in all subsequent periods as long as there was
no price deviation. Any price deviation by some firms leads to 3.
2. Every time the cartel is detected and convicted by the AA, the firms continue to collude
under 1 with probability 1 − γ, or compete non-cooperatively under 3 with probability
γ.
3. The firms compete at static Nash equilibrium price pN in every period.
Let V (p) be the present value of a firm’s expected profit from the modified grim trigger
strategy profile described above and it is determined by the following recursive dynamics:
[
(
)]
π(pN )
V (p) = π(p) + β(p) −k(p)π(p) + δ γ
+ (1 − γ)V (p) + (1 − β(p))δV (p), (1)
1−δ
where we denote β(p) = µ(p)θ(p) for convenience wherever possible. In words, β(p) is the
probability that AA can successfully investigate and prosecute the cartel when the firms
collude at price p > pN . Given our assumptions on µ(·) and θ(·), β(·) is non-decreasing and
continuous for p ∈ (pN , pM ], and has a well-defined right limit at pN because β(pN ) = 0 and
β(·) may be discontinuous at pN . With normalization π(pN ) = 0, solving for V (p) from (1)
yields
V (p) =

1 − β (p) k (p)
π (p) .
1 − δ + δγβ (p)

(2)

Note that for all p ∈ (pN , pM ], we have V (p) > 0 due to β (p) k (p) < 1.
To sustain this modified grim-trigger strategy profile as an equilibrium, the one-stage
deviation principle, see Fudenberg and Tirole (1991), leads to the following incentive compatibility constraint (ICC):
V (p) ≥ π opt (p) +

( )
δ
π (p)
1 − δ + δγβ (p)
π pN =⇒ opt
≥
.
1−δ
π (p)
1 − β (p) k (p)

(3)

The left-hand of (3) π (p) /π opt (p) measures the relative size of cartel gains to the net gains
under a firm’s best unilateral deviation, which also plays an important role in our later
analysis. Accordingly, denote λ(p) = π (p) /π opt (p) < 1 for p ∈ (pN , pM ] and λ(pN ) = 1
by default. The higher the λ (·), the less incentive each firm would have to deviate from
8
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Figure 1: pA is the largest p such that λ (p) ≥ Λ (p).
a cartel, the more stable the cartel could be. For technical convenience, we assume λ(·) is
non-increasing and has a well-defined right limit at pN , say λ̄ ≤ 1. Note that λ(·) may not
be continuous at pN , such as in the Bertrand model with homogenous products.
The right-hand side of (3), denoted as Λ(p) for exposition simplicity, is mostly determined by the antitrust policy. It is straightforward to verify that Λ(·) is non-decreasing and
continuos for p ∈ (pN , pM ], and lowering β(·) and/or k(·) will reduce Λ(·). Similarly, Λ(·)
decreases as δ increases.
The highest cartel price supported by the grim-trigger strategy profile under an antitrust
policy without leniency (A) is given by
pA =

max p,

p∈[pN ,pM ]

s.t. (3).

(4)

Program (4) is well-defined because p ∈ [pN , pM ] and (3) induce a closed subinterval of
[pN , pM ] that contains pN . Given the monotonicity of λ(·) and Λ(·), condition (3) alone
determines the maximal cartel price under antitrust without leniency.10 These functions
(
)
are illustrated in Figure 1, where an interior solution pA ∈ pN , pM is depicted. The
boundary solutions are pA = pN if the right limit of Λ(·) at pN is at least λ̄ and pA = pM if
Λ(pM ) ≤ λ(pM ). The maximal cartel price pA is bounded from above by the highest cartel
price under no antitrust enforcement (or equivalently β(·) = 0 and/or k(·) = 0), denoted as
pC , which is the solution of maxp∈[pN ,pM ] p under λ(p) ≥ 1 − δ, as illustrated in Figure 1. The
following proposition summarizes these results.
Proposition 1 Under the antitrust policy without leniency, the maximal cartel price pA has
the following properties:
1. whenever pA ∈ (pN , pM ), (3) is binding at pA ;
10

Note that ICC (3) can also be written in terms of the conventional threshold on the discount factor.
To see this, define δ ∗ (p) = 1 − λ (p) to be the critical discount factor[ for collusion
to be sustainable in the
]
absence of antitrust enforcement, i.e., when β (p) = 0. Then, for p ∈ pN , pM , (3) can be rewritten as
δ≥

δ ∗ (p) + (1 − δ ∗ (p))β (p) k (p)
,
1 − γβ (p)

which is larger than δ ∗ (p) when β (p) > 0. We thank an anonymous referee for pointing this out. However,
we take δ as an exogenous primitive of the model, while p and, hence, the threshold on δ are endogenous.
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2. any p ∈ [pN , pA ] is also sustainable by the cartel;
3. pA is non-decreasing in δ and non-increasing in β(·) and k(·).
The comparative statics of the maximal cartel price with respect to the policy parameters
and industry characteristics are very intuitive. Firms that are more patient put more value
to future illegal gains, which shifts Λ (·) downwards, and consequently, the firms will be able
to sustain a higher maximal cartel price. Similarly, higher β(·) and k(·) reduce the cartel’s
profitability, shift Λ (·) upwards and strengthen ICC (3).
Next, we illustrate our findings with an example of a simple homogeneous Bertrand
oligopoly model with linear demand, which will also be reconsidered to show the eﬀects of
ex-ante and ex-post leniency programs in Sections 4 and 5, respectively.
Example 1 Consider a homogeneous Bertrand oligopoly model with linear demand y = 2−p
and constant marginal costs of 0. The antitrust regulation is given by β (p) = βp and
( )
k (p) = k for all p ∈ (pN , pM ] = (0, 1], where kβp ≤ kβ < 1, and β pN = k(pN ) = 0. Note
that, for all p ∈ (pN , pM ], π opt (p) = nπ (p) implies λ(p) = n1 and λ̄ = n1 . If δ ≤ 1 − n1 , then
we trivially obtain that collusion on any price p > pN is not sustainable. Otherwise, when
δ > 1 − n1 , ICC (3) becomes
1
1 − δ + γδβp
1 − n(1 − δ)
≥
=⇒ pA =
> 0.
n
1 − kβp
(nγδ + k)β
The upper bound on p is the maximal cartel price pA whenever it is less than 1, otherwise
pA = pM = 1. Note that the maximal cartel price pA given above has all the intuitive
comparative statics with respect to the policy parameters.
The model of this section can be seen as a repeated-game interpretation of the model
in Harrington (2004, 2005) in which each convicted firm pays private damages that are increasing in profits, k (p) π (p) in terms of our model. Harrington (2004, 2005) shows that,
for a large enough discount factor, the ICC is nonbinding in the cartel’s profit maximization
problem and, then, the profit-maximizing steady-state cartel price is decreasing in the discount factor. Furthermore, this steady-state cartel price lies below the monopoly price. The
essential diﬀerence of our study is that we investigate the cartel price for which the ICC is
binding on the entire range of discount factors.11 In contrast to Harrington (2004, 2005),
Proposition 1 states that our variable of interest, the maximal cartel price, is increasing in
the discount factor, which is confirmed in Example 1. Similar to these references, Figure
1 implies that the maximal cartel price is lower than the monopoly price. Also, both the
profit-maximizing steady-state cartel price and the maximal cartel price respond similar to
the policy instruments β(·) and k(·).
Finally, it is easy to assess the impact of prosecuting price-deviating firms, which we ruled
out by assumption. In that case, the term π opt (p) on the right-hand side of ICC (3) would be
11

For results on profit maximization for the entire range of discount factors in the model of this section,
we refer to Houba et al. (2012).
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reduced, and this relaxes the ICC. In the graphical analysis of Figure 1, this would shift the
curve of the properly modified λ(p) upwards and, hence, increases the maximal cartel price.
So, in our general setting, antitrust enforcement would be most eﬀective if the incentives for
price-deviating firms are optimal, and this requires that price-deviating firms are never fined.
This extends the insights obtained for profit-maximizing cartels in Spagnolo (2004) and Rey
(2003) to the maximal cartel price. As Spagnolo (2004) puts it, the “[l]aw enforcement
agency should carefully avoid prosecuting cartel members who unilaterally defected from
collusive strategies, and should make this policy of public domain”. Our motivation to
adopt this optimal policy is to investigate the role leniency might have augmenting such
optimal antitrust enforcement.
It should also be stressed that the assumption of (not) punishing price-deviating firms
appears to be essential for our results and results in related articles. This assumption varies
among diﬀerent theoretical approaches to model leniency and antitrust rules in general.12
For example, Spagnolo (2004), Cyrenne (1999), Rey (2003), Chen and Harrington (2007),
Chen and Rey (2013), and Jensen and Sorgard (2014) all allow for the possibility of punishing
price-deviating firms, while Motta and Polo (2003) assume the opposite. As a result, our
treatment of leniency programs is very similar to Motta and Polo (2003) and, hence, rests
on the analysis of three relevant stationary strategies that are called in their terminology:
deviation strategy (no collusion in our case), collude and never report strategy (our silent
cartel), and collude and report strategy (our systematically-reporting cartel).13

4

Ex-Ante Leniency Programs

In this section, we analyze the maximal cartel price under antitrust policy with an ex-ante
leniency program, where colluding firms may apply for leniency only before the AA starts
its investigation.
The ex-ante leniency program is modeled as follows. Let α(p, s1 , . . . , sn ) ≤ k (p) be an
individual firm’s reduced one-time fine rate in case the cartel price is p ∈ (pN , pM ] and the
firms’ reporting decisions are s1 , . . . , sn ∈ {R, N }, where R (N ) stands for (Not) Reporting.
Since we mostly deal with symmetric outcomes, we only need two reduced-fine rates:
1. If only one firm reports, the reduced-fine rate to the only self-reporting firm is α (p, N ) ≡
α (p, R, N, . . . , N ) for simplicity.
12

Under antitrust policy with leniency, which does not punish a single price-deviating firm only if it reports,
it is optimal for a deviating firm to report. As indicated in Jensen and Sorgard (2014), this will give raise
to the additional stationary strategy “price deviate and report” that will dominate the strategy systematic
“collusion and reporting”. According to Harrington (2008), such model in a repeated game setting can
explain the “Deviator Amnesty eﬀect” but not the “Cartel Amnesty eﬀect”. In contrast, Motta and Polo
(2003) adopt the opposite assumption and can only explain the latter eﬀect but not the former eﬀect. So
far, only Harrington (2008) obtained both eﬀects in a single model.
13
Consequently, we are able to capture the ”Cartel Amnesty eﬀect”, while the ”Deviator Amnesty eﬀect”
is absent in our paper.
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2. If all firms report, then a reduced-fine rate α (p, R) ≡ α (p, R, . . . , R) applies to every
reporting firm.
We assume that both α(p, N ) and α(p, R) are non-decreasing, continuous in p ∈ (pN , pM ],
and have well-defined limits at pN . According to current leniency guidelines, we also impose
that 0 ≤ α(p, N ) ≤ α (p, R) ≤ k(p). Note that requiring α (p, N ) ≥ 0 excludes the possibility
to reward any self-reporting firm.
Our setup is quite flexible, because it includes the possibility of α(p, R) = k(p) for
either repeat oﬀenders or the current practice in the US where leniency is not granted
to late applicants. In that respect, stationary cartel agreements in which firms randomly
determine who applies for leniency as the first applicant (and later applicants pay the full
fine), i.e. an orchestrated race to the court house, are captured by setting α(p, R) equal to
1
α (p, N ) + n−1
k(p).
n
n
Given that the traditional antitrust policy alone may not be suﬃcient to eradicate all
cartel prices, the question is then if and when the antitrust policy with such an ex-ante
leniency program is eﬀective in limiting cartel market power. This means that, for given
µ(·), θ(·) and k(·), we analyze what reduced-fine rates α (·, ·) can accomplish in terms of
deterring cartels or lowering the maximal cartel price. As mentioned above, the current
literature on leniency program mainly focuses on two types of stationary subgame perfect
equilibria, where the colluding firms either never report or always report to the AA.

4.1

Silent Cartels under Ex-Ante Leniency

In this subsection, our analysis focuses on a stationary subgame perfect equilibrium where
the firms always collude but choose never to report to the AA. “Not report” is part of the
firms’ cartel agreement. In other words, the cartel operates silently. A silent cartel still
dissolves deterministically after some firms deviate in setting their price and/or deviate by
reporting to the AA, or probabilistically after the cartel is detected and convicted by the AA.
More specifically, consider the following modified stationary grim-trigger strategy profile to
sustain a cartel price of p > pN :
1. Firms set a price p > pN and do not report in the first period and continue to do so
as long as there is no deviation. Any deviation by some of the firms leads to 3.
2. As long as there is no deviation in price setting or reporting, every time the cartel is
detected and convicted by the AA firms continue under 1 with probability 1 − γ and
go to 3 with probability γ.
3. All firms set the static Nash equilibrium price pN in every period.
According to this stationary strategy profile, the present value of an individual firm’s
expected profits is still V (p) as given by (2). Under ex-ante leniency, a firm has two types
of actions to take along the equilibrium path, hence there are two incentive compatibility
12
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Figure 2: The maximal cartel price set by silent cartels is pA , because ICC (5) is nonbinding
in Program (6).
constraints. First, (3) continues to ensure that no firm has any incentive to undercut the
cartel price p. Second, a firm should have no incentive to report to the AA in the presence
of the ex-ante leniency program. By the one-stage-deviation principle, these two ICCs imply
that a firm would have no incentive to undercut the cartel price and to report to the AA.
We now formulate the second constraint that ensures no firm will report to the AA. A
firm’s expected continuation profit from reporting to the AA consists of paying the reduced
fine α (p, N ) π(p) in the current period followed by the continuation profits from setting the
static Nash equilibrium price pN forever after. Therefore, a colluding firm will not report if
and only if
−α (p, N ) π(p) ≤ β(p) [−k(p)π(p) + δ(1 − γ)V (p)] + [1 − β(p)] δV (p) = V (p) − π (p) .
This constraint is nontrivial for α(p, N ) < 1, and simplifies under this condition to
1
≥ Λ(p).
1 − α (p, N )

(5)

The left-hand side of (5) has the same properties as α(p, N ), namely it is non-decreasing in
p and has a well defined right limit at pN .
With the two incentive constraints (3) and (5) under the ex-ante leniency program, the
maximal sustainable price by a silent cartel is then given by
pS =

max p,

p∈[pN ,pM ]

s.t. (3) and (5).

(6)

Since both constraints (3) and (5) involve weak inequalities between two continuous functions
of p ∈ [pN , pM ], Program (6) is well-defined. Since α(p, N ) is non-decreasing in p, (5) may
not restrict p to a well-behaved compact interval as (3) does. However, α(p, N ) ∈ [0, 1)
1
implies that 1−α(p,N
≥ 1 ≥ λ(p) for all p ∈ [pN , pM ]. For all α (p, N ) ∈ [0, k (p)], ICC (5)
)
will never be binding in Program (6). Note that even full amnesty to a single reporting firm
is insuﬃcient to be eﬀective. Consequently, the maximal cartel price sustained by a silent
cartel under ex-ante leniency program is given by pS = pA , as illustrated in Figure 2.

Proposition 2 Under ex-ante leniency, the maximal price pS sustainable by a silent cartel
is the same as the maximal cartel price under antitrust without leniency pA , so it has the
same comparative statics as pA stated in Proposition 1.
13

(

The implication of Proposition 2 is that if the cartel can sustain the cartel price p ∈
]
pN , pA under antitrust enforcement, then introducing an ex-ante leniency program allows

the cartel to maintain its illegal activity with the same cartel price by operating silently.
So, such a program is not eﬀective in reducing cartel prices. Proposition 2 relates to the
findings in Motta and Polo (2003), Spagnolo (2004), and Rey (2003), who all stress the
ineﬀectiveness of ex-ante leniency programs without rewards in destabilizing collusion on
the monopoly price.14 Our framework with a continuum of possible collusive prices is more
general. Treating the cartel price as a continuous variable allows us to employ a more
powerful technique and derive richer results on cartel pricing. Given the low expected fine
β (p) k (p) < 1, any fine reduction for the first-reporting firm under an ex-ante leniency
program would not be suﬃcient neither to reduce the maximal cartel price, nor to block
cartel formation. The reason is that the additional ICC introduced by the ex-ante leniency
program is never binding. Intuitively, self-reporting is always less attractive than a price
deviation for any firm. By a price deviation, a firm increases its profit in the current period
and also it will not be fined afterwards. On the other hand, by self-reporting a firm does not
enjoy such an increase in profits in the current period and only faces a reduced fine.
These results are illustrated below in the linear Bertrand oligopoly of Example 1.
Example 2 Reconsider the homogeneous Bertrand oligopoly model of Example 1 and the
linear reduced-fine function α (p, N ) = αN p for αN ∈ [0, 1). Program (6) becomes
pS = max p,
p∈[0,1]

Because

1
1−αN p

s.t.

1
1 − δ + γδβp
1
1 − δ + γδβp
≥
and
≥
n
1 − kβp
1 − αN p
1 − kβp

≥ 1 > n1 , the second constraint is never binding. The first constraint can be

rewritten as p ≤ 1−n(1−δ)
, which is the maximal cartel price pS under silent cartels. Hence,
(nγδ+k)β
we have pS = pA = 1−n(1−δ)
, confirming Proposition 2.
(nγδ+k)β

4.2

Systematically-Reporting Cartels under Ex-Ante Leniency

As we discussed in the introduction, many researchers also studied the possibility that some
cartels may exploit the ex-ante leniency program by systemically colluding and reporting,
see e.g. Spagnolo (2004) or Chen and Rey (2013). In practice, the AA may keep such
cartels under closer watch if the firms in one industry have applied for leniency “too often”.
However, most of the theoretical models in the current literature are stationary so they
cannot handle non-stationary environments if the AA adopts such dynamic antitrust policies.
Stationary subgame perfect equilibrium where the firms systematically collude and report
has also attracted a fair amount of attention when studying both ex-ante and ex-post leniency
14

Spagnolo (2004) and Rey (2003) proposed an alternative point of view that in order to fully eradicate
cartels, leniency programs should oﬀer suﬃciently large rewards to reporting firms. Our analysis can be
modified to characterize the minimal reward needed to upset cartel prices by allowing α (·, N ) < 0. For a
detailed analysis we refer to Houba et al. (2009), an earlier version of the current study.
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programs.15 In this subsection, we focus on the maximal cartel price sustained by a cartel
where its members systematically report. In this setting, reporting to the AA is part of the
cartel agreement.
Consider the following modified stationary grim-trigger strategy profile to sustain a cartel
price of p > pN :
1. Firms set price p > pN and report in the first period and continue to do so as long as
there is no price deviation. Any price deviation will lead to 3.
2. A price-deviating firm does not report in the period of deviation.
3. All firms set the static Nash equilibrium price pN in every period.
Note that the cartel still breaks down if a firm undercuts the cartel price, but not if a
firm refrains from reporting. According to this strategy profile, the cartel will re-establish in
every period. The present value of a firm’s profit, denoted as V R (p), is determined by the
following recursive dynamics:
V R (p) = π(p) − α(p, R)π (p) + δV R (p) =⇒ V R (p) =

1 − α (p, R)
π (p) .
1−δ

(7)

As in Section 4.1, there are two types of deviations from the cartel agreement an individual
firm may take: undercut the price and not report to the AA. It is easy to see that given
all the other firms will report, not reporting to the AA is not optimal for any individual
firm because not report will only reduce a firm’s profit in the current period, and it does
not change the continuation equilibrium. The incentive constraint to ensure no firm will
undercut the cartel price is given by
π opt (p) +

δ
π(pN ) ≤ V R (p) =⇒ [1 − α (p, R)] λ (p) ≥ 1 − δ.
1−δ

Because the right-hand side of the latter inequality is always positive, this ICC obviously
fails for all 1 ≤ α (p, R) ≤ k (p) and, hence, no equilibrium with collusion on p and reporting
can exist. So, we continue with α (p, R) < 1 and obtain
λ (p) ≥

1−δ
.
1 − α (p, R)

(8)

1−δ
. Hence, the right-hand side of
The properties of α(·, R) carry over to the expression 1−α(p,R)
(8) is non-decreasing in p and has a well-defined right limit at pN . Also, this right-hand side
is decreasing in δ and increasing in α (·, R).16
15

Note that feasibility of such strategy rests on the assumption that the antitrust policy is stationary
and leniency is available for both first-time oﬀenders as well as for repeat oﬀenders, which corresponds to
the structure of the current EU Leniency Guideline, see e.g. EC (2006) and Wils (2008). Moreover, this
strategy and underlying assumption have been adopted in Motta and Polo (2003), Spagnolo (2004), Chen and
Harrington (2007), Chen and Rey (2013), and observed in experimental settings in Hinloopen and Soetevent
(2008).
16
In terms of the conventional threshold on the discount factor discussed in Footnote 10, we obtain δ ≥
∗
δ (p) + (1 − δ ∗ (p)) α (p, R). As before, contrary to the conventional threshold, in our setting δ is exogenous,
while p and this threshold are endogenous.
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Figure 3: The maximal cartel price pR is the largest p such that

1−δ
1−α(p,R)

≤ λ (p).

The maximal cartel price when the colluding firms always report can be formulated as
pR =

max p, s.t. (8).

(9)

p∈[pN ,pM ]

[
]
This program is well defined because p ∈ pN , pM and (8) induces a closed subinterval
[
]
1−δ
of pN , pM that contains pN . Given the monotonicity of λ(·) and 1−α(·,R)
, condition (8)
alone determines the maximal cartel price set by a systematically reporting cartel. These
functions and the interval of sustainable cartel prices [pN , pR ] are illustrated in Figure 3,
(
)
where an interior solution pR ∈ pN , pM is depicted. The boundary solutions are pR = pM
1−δ
1−δ
R
= pN if λ̄ < 1−α(R)
, where α(R) denotes the right limit of
if λ(pM ) ≥ 1−α(p
M ,R) and p
α (·, R). The condition for pR = pN can be rewritten as
1−δ
,
(10)
λ̄
which separates the leniency policy from the industry characteristics. Note that the righthand side of (10) is non-negative for δ ≥ 1 − λ̄.
α(R) > 1 −

Shifting the curve α(·, R) upwards would tighten ICC (8) and reduces the maximal cartel price. Hence, eﬀective ex-ante leniency programs in lowering the maximal cartel price
sustained by a systematically-reporting cartel would be to set
α (p, R) > 1 −

[
]
1−δ
, for all p ∈ pN , pM .
λ (p)

(11)

So, combined with the trivial case, the cartel cannot sustain the cartel price p > pN if α (p, R)
1−δ
and k (p). It is evident that any such reduced fine rate α (·, R) can deter
lies between 1 − λ(p)
the cartel from exploiting leniency by systematic collusion and reporting. All these rates
α (·, R) implement pR = pN and, hence, are both price and welfare equivalent. However, the
upper bound α (·, R) = k(·) would be the easiest to implement in practice as it does not

require any additional information about the industry characteristics. Also, to ensure the
eﬀectiveness in reducing the maximal cartel price in as many industries as possible, the AA
should set α (·, R) at the maximal permissible rate, α (·, R) = k(·).17 For these reasons, we
call this rate the most eﬀective ex-ante leniency program.
17

Note that the solution α (p, R) = k (p) ignores the orchestrated race to the courthouse, where α (p, R) =
+ n−1
n k (p) < k (p).

1
n α (p, N )
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We now summarize these results in the following proposition:
Proposition 3 Under ex-ante leniency, the maximal price pR sustained by a systematically
reporting cartel has the following properties:
1. whenever pR ∈ (pN , pM ), (8) is binding at pR ;
2. pR is non-decreasing in δ and non-increasing in α(·, R);
3. for systematically reporting cartels, the most eﬀective ex-ante leniency program sets
α(p, R) = k(p) for all p ∈ (pN , pM ] and achieves pR = pN .
This proposition implies that eﬀective ex-ante leniency programs, which reduce the maximal cartel price sustained by systematically reporting cartels, should impose reduced penalty
rates that are not too generous. It is evident from part 3 of Proposition 3 that a properly
designed ex-ante leniency program can deter cartel from exploiting leniency by systematic
collusion and reporting. For that the design of leniency guidelines should avoid fine reductions in case of multiple reporting. By setting α (·, R) at the maximal permissible rate,
α (·, R) = k(·), the AA ensures eﬀectiveness in reducing the maximal cartel price in as many
industries as possible when facing the possibility of systematically reporting cartels. In contrast to exploitability considerations, it is not the class of strategies in which the cartel
systematically colludes and reports, but rather silent cartel strategies that cause the ineﬃciency in designing optimal ex-ante leniency programs. Silent collusion cannot be deterred
by ex-ante leniency as it induces pS = pA > pN independent of α(·, N ) ≥ 0, while systematic
colluding and reporting can be deterred as it induces pR = pN when α (·, R) is suﬃciently
high.
Next, we revisit the Bertrand oligopoly example with linear demand.
Example 3 Reconsider Example 1 under the ex-ante leniency program with linear reducedfine function α (p, R) = αR p, αR > 0, for all p ∈ [pN , pM ]. Note that the right-hand side of
(11) is positive for all p ∈ [pN , pM ] when δ > 1 − n1 . Then, Program (9) becomes
pR = max p,

s.t.

p∈[0,1]

1−δ
1
≥
,
n
1 − αR p

where p = pN = 0 is feasible in the constraint. Proceeding similar as in Example 1, we
rewrite the constraint as
p≤

1 − n (1 − δ)
,
αR

where the upper bound is always positive and equal to the maximal cartel price pR < pM = 1
whenever αR > 1 − n (1 − δ). Otherwise, pR = pM .
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We conclude this subsection by discussing the plausibility of the systematic collusion
and reporting strategy profile and the practical evidence that supports our analysis. Recall
that feasibility of such a strategy profile rests on the assumption that the antitrust policy
is stationary and the leniency program treats both first-time oﬀenders as well as repeat
oﬀenders the same. This assumption obviously corresponds to the structure of the current
EU Leniency Guidelines, which do not prohibit repeat oﬀenders from amnesty (see e.g.
EC (2006) and Wils (2008)). Furthermore, Wils (2008)18 also puts forward a number of
arguments against excluding repeat oﬀenders from leniency: not allowing repeat oﬀenders
to apply for leniency would restrict the leniency program only to a limited subset of existing
cartels and over time will make leniency programs inapplicable for the majority of cartels.
The analysis in Chen and Rey (2013) validates this concern and suggests that the antitrust
authority should be cautious before refusing to grant leniency to repeated oﬀenders, unless
it can deter exposed cartels from returning to collusion. They formally discuss optimality of
the policy that grants leniency to repeat oﬀenders as well as to first-time oﬀenders. Chen
and Rey (2013) conclude that leniency policy that gives discounts only once, meaning that
repeat oﬀenders cannot receive immunity, is sub-optimal. Their recommendation is not to
prohibit leniency for repeat oﬀenders.
For a richer model with an ex-ante leniency program that excludes repeat oﬀenders
from fine discounts, Proposition 3 describes the subgame perfect equilibrium in the subgame where the cartel reported at least once. As Example 3 illustrates for linear fine rates,
repeat oﬀenders are still able to exploit leniency and the maximum cartel price lies above
the non-cooperative price pN . Furthermore, we must also consider that the cartel may replace the systematic collusion and reporting strategy profile with a reporting once and never
again strategy profile as was indicated in Chen and Rey (2013). However, their analysis
shows that ”[t]his form of collusion may actually be more robust than ”collude and report”;
therefore, ruling out leniency for repeated oﬀenders may actually weaken antitrust enforcement.” In particular, prohibiting leniency for repeated oﬀenders creates robust alternative
collusion strategies: by reporting once, cartel members can make sure that no one has an
incentive to report afterwards, which thus stabilizes normal collusion in the future.19 This
also contributes to stabilizing collusion in the first period.
Introducing suﬃcient re-incidence penalties,20 which would deter convicted cartels from
returning to collusion, could be a solution to mitigate the negative eﬀect of both strategies
(systematic ”collude and report” and ”collude and report once”). And in practice penalties
18

See Wils (2008) at footnote 139, p. 138.
In our setting we can reach the same conclusion, see Section 4.3 of Houba et al. (2009), where leniency
is available for a final number of times. Although Houba et al. (2009) report that the maximal cartel price
under “report once and never again” strategy can be lower than under ”systematic collusion and reporting”,
the exploitability concerns cannot be eliminated.
20
The stationarity of our model implies that first-time oﬀenders and repeat oﬀenders are treated equally
and pay the same fine rate. For an analysis of a richer model, in which fines for repeat oﬀenders increase
and monitoring of an industry that is caught at least once intensifies, a proper dynamic game analysis with
a state variable should be introduced.
19

18

for repeat oﬀenders are normally higher than for the first time oﬀenders. However, as
practice shows, the detection probabilities and fine rates for repeat oﬀenders are still far
below the level that would deter cartel formation and discovered cartels are tempted to
continue collusion even in face of higher expected penalties for repeat oﬀenders.21

4.3

The Maximal Cartel Price under ex-ante Leniency

In this section, we characterize and illustrate the maximal cartel price for both stationary
strategy profiles we considered in the previous two subsections. We conclude by relating our
results to the literature.
The cartel can always switch between the equilibrium stationary strategy profiles considered so far. Therefore, the set of sustainable cartel prices is equal to the union of the
subintervals of sustainable cartel prices derived in Section 4.1 and 4.2. Formally, we obtain
[
] [
] [
{
}]
{
}
that pN , pS ∪ pN , pR = pN , max pS , pR , where we denote pL as max pS , pR . Under
the conditions of Proposition 2 and by Proposition 3, we have pS = pA and pR = pN . Then,
the following result is immediate and summarizes the maximum cartel price for eﬀective
ex-ante leniency programs.
Proposition 4 Under the most eﬀective ex-ante leniency program and modified grim-trigger
{
}
strategy profiles, the maximal cartel price is given by pL = max pA , pN = pA .
This proposition implies that ex-ante leniency cannot deliver any improvement over simple anti-trust enforcement in reducing the maximal cartel price. The rationale is given in
Section 4.1, where we showed that, for α (·, N ) ≥ 0, the additional constraint imposed by
any ex-ante leniency program is redundant. In other words, eﬀective (or properly designed)
ex-ante leniency programs that avoid exploitability by systematic collusion and reporting
still pose no threats to silent cartels.
Next, we illustrate the maximal cartel price for arbitrary ex-ante leniency programs in the
(p, α)-space in Figure 4, where a curve in this space represents the reduced-fine rate α (·, R).
(
]
For example, the constant reduced-fine rate α (p, R) = ᾱR , ᾱR ≥ 0, for all p ∈ pN , pM
would be the horizontal line with intercept ᾱR . The question then becomes, by what strategy
profile can we sustain the cartel price p (if sustainable) if the reduced-fine rate is α (p, R).
This question is answered for a systematic collusion and reporting strategy profile whenever
1−δ
α (p, R) ≤ 1 − λ(p)
, which are Region A and B in Figure 4, and similarly for a silent strategy
profile for all p ≤ pA independent of the fine rate, which are Region A and C. So, for every
combination of cartel prices p and reduced-fine rates α (p, R) in region A, both strategy
profiles support cartel price p. However, for every combination of p and α (p, R) in Region
B, only the systematic collusion and reporting strategy profile supports cartel price p. In
21

Insuﬃcient ceilings on antitrust fines have been analyzed by Bos and Schinkel (2006), Wils (2008), Bageri
et al. (2013) or Katsoulacos and Ulph (2013). In a number of related empirical studies, Connor and Lande
(2012) also argue that the existing US and EU penalties for cartel violations are too low resulting in high
cartel overcharges.
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Figure 4: The curve of maximum cartel prices (solid curve) in the (p, α)-space.
terms of Motta and Polo (2003), this can be seen as the region with adverse eﬀects of ex-ante
leniency. Similarly, in Region C, only the silent cartel strategy profile supports cartel price
p. For completeness, all combinations of p and α (p, R) in Region D cannot be sustained
by the cartel. More importantly, the boundaries of regions B and C illustrate the maximal
cartel price in the (p, α)-space. So, if for example we would let the constant reduced-fine
rate α (p, R) = ᾱR decrease from its maximum level until it becomes 0, the maximal cartel
1−δ
price would be pA until ᾱR reaches 1 − λ(p
A ) . After that the maximal cartel price follows the
1−δ 22
.
curve 1 − λ(p)
The following example combines the previous examples and illustrates Proposition 4.

Example 4 Recall the homogeneous Bertrand oligopoly model of Example 1 and the linear
reduced-fine rates α (p, N ) = αN p and α (p, R) = αR p, of Example 2 and 3. Taking into
account the results of Example 2 and 3, we have that the maximal cartel price is given by
{
}
1 − n(1 − δ) 1 − n(1 − δ)
L
p = max
,
.
(nγδ + k)β
αR
The highest of the two terms in brackets is the solution for the maximal cartel price under
ex-ante leniency. Note also that if αR ≥ (nγδ + k)β, then pL = pS = pA . Otherwise, if
αR < (nγδ + k)β, then pL = pR > pA , which can be illustrated in terms of Region B in
Figure 4. This implies that the ex-ante leniency program may enhance collusion on higher
cartel prices when fine reductions in case of multiple reporting are too generous as it also
allows to sustain cartel prices in (pA , pR ].
To summarize, ineﬀective or wrongly designed ex-ante leniency programs give too generous fine reductions in case of multiple reporting. We show how introducing ineﬀective ex-ante
leniency programs may improve the stability of higher cartel prices. This adverse eﬀect is
represented by Region B. Previous contributions, which stressed possible adverse eﬀects of
leniency programs, mostly analyzed their impact on cartel formation, not on pricing.
A striking observation is that Region A and Region B tell a richer story than Proposition
4 in Motta and Polo (2003) that applies for ex-ante leniency programs. In their setting,
22

For α (p, R) = ᾱR , the maximal cartel price pR is characterized by λ−1
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(

1−δ
1−ᾱR

)
.

ex-ante leniency programs only allow for either silent cartels or deterrence of cartels, as
the strategy of silent collusion (CNR) dominates the strategy of systematic collusion and
reporting (CR).23 The explanation is twofold. First, cartels maximize profits in Motta and
Polo (2003) and then the cartel only has to contemplate either to operate silently or to set
the non-cooperative price pN . For profit-maximizing cartels, the issue of sustainability of
CR strategies is therefore irrelevant in terms of their setting. Second, if a cartel price cannot
be sustained by a CNR strategy in their setting, it cannot be sustained by a CR strategy
either. So, their equivalent of our Region B is empty. The irrelevance of ex-ante leniency
identified in Motta and Polo (2003) is confirmed in Region C and D, while in Region A and B
cartel prices are sustainable and can be supported by a CR strategy. Moreover, the maximal
cartel price goes above the maximal cartel price under traditional antitrust in Region B with
ex-ante leniency. These results are diﬀerent from Motta and Polo (2003).
To be more precise, Figure 4 indicates that at the monopoly price pM there does not
exist a CR equilibrium, which confirms Motta and Polo (2003) result. However, when one
considers the entire range of possible cartel prices, then CR equilibria also exist under exante leniency programs in Region A and B. Two other diﬀerences between Motta and Polo
(2003) and our setting stand out: whether penalties are exogenous and the possibility of
substitutability of cartel prices. In Motta and Polo (2003), the reduced (and full) penalty
are fixed for all industries and firms decide whether to collude on a particular cartel price,
i.e., the monopoly price. In our setting, collusion involves substitutability within a range
of sustainable cartel prices and varying such prices implies varying the reduced-fine rate in
case of reporting, which also may increase the profitability of the CR strategy for some lower
ranges of prices compared to the setting in Motta and Polo (2003).
[
]
Finally, in our model, sustaining cartel price p ∈ pN , pM by systematic collusion and
reporting is more attractive than a silent collusion in terms of expected cartel profits when1−δ
ever α (p, R) < 1 − Λ(p)
, which reduces to α (p, R) < β (p) k (p) for γ = 0. This upper bound
on α (p, R) extends a similar result in Kaplow and Shavell (1994) that implies that, for static
situations and individual violators, a reduced fine for self-reporting below the expected fine
of remaining silent induces self-reporting. The condition under which systematic collusion
and reporting is more attractive than silent collusion extends the notion of exploitability in
Spagnolo (2004). Hence, we obtain that such exploitability not only impacts cartel stability
through increasing the value of collusion, it also has the additional eﬀect of increasing the
range of sustainable cartel prices, which has not been identified in previous literature.
23

This dominance may be due to the fact that, in Motta and Polo (2003), reporting forces the cartel to
reverse its price to the competitive price pN for two periods starting in the current one while it still will be
punished for its intension to set its cartel price at p. In our setting, the cartel price is set and irreversible at
the time the firms report, which makes CR more attractive in our model.
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5

Ex-Post Leniency Programs

In this section, we examine the maximal cartel price sustained by the two types of stationary
subgame perfect equilibria under antitrust policy with an ex-post leniency program. Under
ex-post leniency, the firms that colluded may apply for lenience even after AA has launched
its investigation. In each period, firms first collude in setting price at p > pN , then the AA
launches its investigation with probability µ(p). After knowing whether they are investigated
or not, the firms then decide whether to apply for leniency. If the firms do not apply after
an investigation started, their cartel will be convicted with probability θ(p).
The ex-post leniency program is modeled as follows. Let α̂(p, s1 , . . . , sn ) ≤ k (p) be an
individual firm’s reduced one-time fine rate in case the cartel price is p ∈ (pN , pM ] and the
firms’ reporting decisions are s1 , . . . , sn ∈ {R, N }, where R (N ) stands for (Not) Reporting.
Since we mostly deal with symmetric outcomes, we only need two reduced-fine rates as
follows:
1. If only one firm reports, the reduced-fine rate to the only self-reporting firm is α̂ (p, N ) ≡
α̂ (p, R, N, . . . , N ) for simplicity.
2. If all firms report, then a reduced-fine rate α̂ (p, R) ≡ α̂ (p, R, . . . , R) applies to every
reporting firm.
We assume that both α̂(p, N ) and α̂(p, R) are non-decreasing, continuous in p ∈ (pN , pM ],
and have well-defined right limits at pN . According to current leniency guidelines, 0 ≤
α̂(p, N ) ≤ α̂ (p, R) ≤ k(p). This setup is quite flexible. For given µ(·), θ(·) and k(·), we
analyze what role the reduced-fine rates α̂ (·, ·) have in combatting cartels. As in Section 4,
we focus on two types of stationary subgame perfect equilibria, where the colluding firms
either never report or always report to the AA.

5.1

Silent Cartels under Ex-Post Leniency

In this subsection, we focus on a stationary subgame perfect equilibrium where the firms
always collude and never apply for leniency. Recall that a silent cartel dissolves either
deterministically after some firms deviate in setting their price and/or deviate by reporting
to the AA, or probabilistically after the cartel is detected and convicted by the AA. More
specifically, consider the following modified stationary grim-trigger strategy profile to sustain
a cartel price of p > pN :
1. Firms set a price p > pN and do not report in the first period and continue to do so as
long as there was no deviation. Any deviation in pricing or reporting by some of the
firms leads to 3.
2. As long as there is no deviation in price setting or reporting, every time the cartel is
detected and convicted by the AA firms continue under 1 with probability 1 − γ and
go to 3 with probability γ.
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3. All firms set the static Nash equilibrium price pN in every period.
According to this stationary strategy profile, the present value of an individual firm’s
stream of expected profits is still V (p) by (2). Under ex-post leniency, any firm has two
types of actions to take along the equilibrium path, hence, two incentive constraints. First,
(3) continues to ensure that no firm has any incentive to undercut the cartel price p. Second,
a firm should have no incentive to report to the AA after it finds out it is investigated. By
the one-step deviation principle, these two ICCs imply that a firm would have no incentive
to undercut the cartel price and to report to the AA only if being investigated.
We now formulate the second incentive constraint to ensure that no firm will report to
the AA. A firm’s expected continuation profit from reporting to the AA consists of paying
the reduced fine α̂ (p, N ) π(p) in the current period followed by the continuation profits from
the static Nash price pN forever after. Therefore, a colluding firm will not report if and only
if
−α̂(p, N )π(p) ≤ θ(p) [−k(p)π(p) + (1 − γ)δV (p)] + (1 − θ(p)) δV (p).

(12)

After multiplying both sides with µ (p), we may rewrite ICC (12) as
[1 − µ (p) α̂(p, N )] π(p) ≤ [1 − (1 − µ (p)) δ] V (p).
This constraint is nontrivial for α̂(p, N ) < 1/µ (p), and under this condition it can be rewritten as
1 − [1 − µ(p)] δ
≥ Λ(p).
1 − µ(p)α̂(p, N )

(13)

The left-hand side of (13) is non-decreasing in p and has a well-defined right limit at pN
above 1 − δ, it decreases with respect to δ and it increases with respect to α̂(·, N ) and µ(·).
With the two incentive constraints (3) and (13) under the ex-post leniency program, the
maximal sustainable price of a silent cartel is given by
p̂S =

max p,

p∈[pN ,pM ]

s.t. (3) and (13).

(14)

Although (13) may not restrict p to an interval as (3) does, Program (14) is well-defined.
In contrast to ex-ante leniency, (13) can be more restrictive than (3), in which case ex-post
leniency would be eﬀective in lowering the maximal cartel price sustained by a silent cartel.
We now provide the condition under which the maximal cartel price of antitrust enforcement without leniency, pA , fails (13):
[
]
( A)
1 − 1 − µ(pA ) δ
A
<
Λ(p
)
=
λ
p .
(15)
1 − µ(pA )α̂(pA , N )
)
(
Then, by continuity of all policy functions on the open interval pN , pM , we have that there
(
]
must exist a price p̂ < pA such that each p ∈ p̂, pA also fails (13).
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Decreasing α̂(·, N ) would tighten ICC (13). Hence, the most eﬀective ex-post leniency
program in lowering the maximal cartel sustained by a silent cartel should grant full amnesty
[
]
to any single reporting firm: α̂(p, N ) = 0 for all p ∈ pN , pM . Then, condition (15), which
ensures ex-post leniency is eﬀective in reducing the maximal cartel price, simplifies to
( ) [
]
λ pA + 1 − µ(pA ) δ > 1.
In this condition, industry characteristics λ(·) and δ are related to the given antitrust policy
µ(·), θ(·) and k(·), where the latter two only operate implicitly through pA . To summarize
these results, we have
Proposition 5 Under the ex-post leniency program,
1. the maximal cartel price sustained by silent cartels is bounded from above by pA ;
2. for silent cartels, the most eﬀective ex-post leniency program is to grant full amnesty
to any single-reporting firm, i.e., α̂(p, N ) = 0 for all p ∈ [pN , pM ];
( ) [
]
3. if λ pA + 1 − µ(pA ) δ > 1, under the most eﬀective ex-post leniency program, we
have p̂S < pA .
This proposition identifies the design of the most eﬀective ex-post leniency program,
which should give full amnesty to the single reporting firm. It also identifies the conditions
under which the maximal cartel price sustained by a silent cartel, p̂S , can be reduced below
the maximal cartel price under antitrust without leniency, pA . This eﬀectively implies that
ex-post leniency programs can be more successful than ex-ante leniency programs in reducing
the maximal cartel price sustained by silent cartels. Recall under ex-ante leniency programs
pS = pA . So, the ex-post leniency program can target the weakest link (destabilizing the
silent cartel strategy profile) and reduce the harm compared to the ex-ante leniency program.
Similar to Motta and Polo (2003), the probability of monitoring plays a key role in our
results. However, assessing the eﬀects of changes in this parameter is less straightforward
than in Motta and Polo (2003), where collusion is possible only at the monopoly price and
eﬀectively µ influences only deterrence not the collusive price. In our setting, µ (·) influences
both deterrence and the collusive price. An increase in µ(·) will raise both sides of (13)
and, hence, the overall eﬀect on the maximal cartel price can be ambiguous.24 Further,
an increase of the monitoring probability decreases the maximal cartel price of antitrust
enforcement without leniency, pA , this aﬀects the condition under part 3 of Proposition 5
and makes it more diﬃcult for ex-post leniency programs to improve upon this reduced price
pA . Note also that this eﬀect cannot be observed in Motta and Polo (2003) due to the above
mentioned restrictions.
We now revisit Example 1 under an ex-post leniency program.
24

In the example of homogeneous Bertrand below, we identify a price-reducing eﬀect.
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Example 5 Reconsider the homogeneous Bertrand oligopoly model of Example 1. To be
consistent with β (p) = βp, we specify µ (p) = µ and θ (p) = θp for all p ∈ (pN , pM ] = (0, 1].
The reduced-fine function α̂ (p, N ) = 0 for all p ∈ (0, 1] grants full amnesty. Program (14)
becomes
p̂S = max p,
p∈[0,1]

s.t.

1
1 − δ + γδµθp
1 − δ + γδµθp
≥
and 1 − (1 − µ) δ ≥
.
n
1 − kµθp
1 − kµθp

As in Example 1, the first constraint can be rewritten as p ≤
constraint can be rewritten as p ≤
{
min

δ
.
[γδ+(1−[1−µ]δ)k]θ

1 − n(1 − δ)
δ
,
(nγδ + k)µθ (γδ + (1 − [1 − µ] δ) k) θ

1−n(1−δ)
(nγδ+k)µθ

= pA . The second

Combining them together, we obtain
}
,

where the minimum is the maximal cartel price p̂S whenever it is smaller than 1, otherwise
it is pM . More important, we have p̂S ≤ pA , confirming Proposition 5. Note that p̂S < pA if
and only if
1
1
n−1
> 1 − (1 − µ) δ ⇐⇒ δ >
·
.
n
1−µ
n
Furthermore, we investigate the eﬀect of an increase in the monitoring probability µ on the
δ
cartel price. An increase in µ will shift both curves for pA and (γδ+(1−[1−µ]δ)k)θ
downwards in
Figure 5. One can see from these expressions that such shift will decrease the maximal cartel
price p̂S , because this is the lower envelope of these two price curves. Of course, the range
1
δ > 1−µ
· n−1
for which a price below pA can be obtained will also shrink. Nevertheless, the
n

overall eﬀect on the maximal cartel price is positive, which can be illustrated in Figure 5.
As evident from Figure 5, introducing ex-post leniency does not aﬀect the range of discount
factors for which silent collusion is sustainable. But, the maximal cartel price sustained by
1
silent cartels is reduced from pA to p̂S for 1 > δ > 1−µ
· n−1
. So, even though full deterrence
n
is still not feasible, reducing the maximal cartel price below pA is possible for industries with
a large enough δ.
This also highlights the diﬀerence between our example and the results in Motta and Polo

(2003), who show that ex-post leniency may destabilize the monopoly price. We extend their
results and specify by how much the price is reduced below the cartel price pA (or pM ) and
also for which discount factors this price reduction is achieved.

5.2

Systematically-Reporting Cartels under Ex-post Leniency

In this subsection, we look into the stationary equilibrium where the colluding firms systematically report to the AA only after the AA has started its investigation in every period. In
such a stationary equilibrium, the cartel will re-establish in every period as long as there is
no price deviation. Once the AA starts its investigation, all cartel members will report to
the AA and the cartel will be convicted with certainty. Since reporting to the AA is part
25
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Figure 5: The maximal cartel price of Example 5 is the lower envelope of the depicted curves,
where the curve for pA only becomes positive for δ > n−1
.
n
of the cartel agreement, only the reduced-fine rate when all firms report plays a role in our
analysis.
The present value of a firm’s expected profit from such a stationary equilibrium, denoted
by V R (p), is determined by the following recursive dynamics:
[
]
[
]
V R (p) = (1 − µ(p)) π(p) + δV R (p) + µ(p) π(p) − α̂ (p, R) π (p) + δV R (p) ,
which gives us
V R (p) =

1 − µ (p) α̂ (p, R)
π (p) .
1−δ

As before, there are two types of deviations from the cartel agreement an individual firm
may take: undercut the price and do not report to the AA. It is easy to see that given all the
other firms report, refraining from reporting to the AA is not optimal for any individual firm.
To see this, observe that not reporting only reduces a firm’s profit in the current period, and
it does not change the continuation equilibrium profits. The incentive constraint to ensure
no firm will undercut the cartel price is given by
π opt (p) +

δ
π(pN ) = π opt (p) ≤ V R (p).
1−δ

Similar as in Section 4.2, it cannot hold whenever 1/µ (p) ≤ α̂ (p, R) ≤ k(p), where we
impose the additional condition µ (·) k(·) ≥ 1 in order to guarantee a nondegenerate range
for α̂ (p, R) for expositional reasons. Otherwise, the ICC can be written as
λ (p) ≥

1−δ
.
1 − µ (p) α̂ (p, R)

(16)

Recall that λ (p) is non-increasing in p. The properties of α̂(·, R) and µ(·) carry over to the
right-hand side of (16). So, it is non-decreasing in p and it has a well-defined right limit at
pN . Obviously, this fraction is decreasing in δ and increasing in µ(·) and α̂ (·, R).
The maximal cartel price in this case can be formulated as
p̂R =

max p, s.t. (16).

(17)

p∈[pN ,pM ]
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[
]
This program is well defined because p ∈ pN , pM and (16) induces a closed interval of
[ N M]
1−δ
p ,p
that contains pN . Given the monotonicity of λ(·) and 1−µ(·)
, condition (16)
α̂(·,R)
alone determines the maximal cartel price under systematic collusion and reporting. At an
(
)
interior solution p̂R ∈ pN , pM , (16) holds with equality.
Given µ (·), shifting the curve α̂(·, R) upwards would tighten ICC (16). Similarly, given
α̂(·, R), an increase in µ (·) tightens ICC (16) and reduces the maximal cartel price for
systematically reporting cartels. Recall that this improvement is not feasible under ex-ante
leniency programs as ICC (8) is not influenced by the probability of investigation. Hence,
eﬀective ex-post leniency programs that reduce the maximal cartel price of a systematicallyreporting cartel require
µ (p) α̂ (p, R) > 1 −

[
]
1−δ
, for all p ∈ pN , pM .
λ (p)

It is evident that any such reduced fine rate α̂ (·, R) can deter the cartel from exploiting
leniency by systematic collusion and reporting. All these rates α̂ (·, R) implement p̂R = pN
and, hence, are both price and welfare equivalent. However, the upper bound α̂ (·, R) = k(·)
would be the easiest to implement in practice as it does not require any additional information
about the industry characteristics. Also, by setting α̂ (·, R) at the maximal permissible rate,
α̂ (·, R) = k(p), the AA ensures the eﬀectiveness in reducing the maximal cartel price in as
many industries as possible.25 For these reasons, we call this rate the most eﬀective ex-post
leniency program.
Since all feasible curves α̂(·, R) and µ (·) are non-decreasing and λ (·) non-increasing, this
condition is met whenever at the right limit
[
]
1
1−δ
1−
α̂(R) >
,
(18)
µ
λ̄
where α̂(R) and µ denote the right limit of α̂(·, R) and µ(·), respectively. Then, p̂R = pN .
Note that the right-hand side of (18) is non-negative for δ ≥ 1 − λ̄. We now summarize these
results in the following proposition:
Proposition 6 Under ex-post leniency, the maximal price p̂R sustained by a systematicallyreporting cartel has the following properties:
1. whenever p̂R ∈ (pN , pM ), (16) is binding at p̂R ;
2. p̂R is non-decreasing in δ and non-increasing in µ (·) and α̂(·, R);
3. for systematically reporting cartels, the most eﬀective ex-post leniency program sets
α̂(p, R) = k(p) for all p ∈ [pN , pM ] and achieves p̂R = pN .
25

Note that the trivial solution α̂ (p, R) = k (p) ignores the orchestrated race to the courthouse, where
α̂ (p, R) = n1 α̂ (p, N ) + n−1
n k (p) < k (p).
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The analysis above shows that properly designed feasible
[ ex-post
] leniency programs that
1
1−δ
are not too generous, i.e., such that k(p) ≥ α̂(p, R) > µ(p)
1 − λ(p)
, can block cartel formation even when cartels may exploit leniency by systematic collusion and reporting. For that
the design of leniency guidelines should avoid substantial fine reductions α̂(·, R) in case of
multiple reporting, i.e. such fine reductions should be absent or moderate. Furthermore, the
AA should set α̂ (·, R) at the maximal permissible rate, α̂ (·, R) = k(p) to ensure the eﬀectiveness in reducing the maximal cartel price in as many industries as possible when facing
the possibility of systematically reporting cartels. The latter resembles the US guidelines.
These results are very similar to our results on ex-ante leniency programs. Also similarly to
ex-ante leniency programs, it is the class of silent cartel strategies that cause the ineﬃciency
in designing optimal ex-ante leniency programs and not the systematic reporting strategies.
Silent collusion cannot be completely deterred by ex-post leniency as it induces pN < p̂S ≤ pA
for all feasible α̂(·, N ) ≥ 0, while systematic collusion and reporting can be deterred as it
]
[
induces p̂R = pN when fine reductions are properly designed, i.e. α̂(R) > µ1 1 − 1−δ
.
λ̄
We now revisit the Bertrand oligopoly example with linear demand.
Example 6 Reconsider Example 5 under the ex-post leniency program with linear reducedfine function α̂ (p, R) = α̂R p, α̂R > 0, for all p ∈ [pN , pM ]. Recall that we assumed µ (p) = µ.
Note that the right-hand side of (18) is positive for all p ∈ [pN , pM ] when δ > 1 − n1 . Then,
Program (17) becomes
p̂R = max p,

s.t.

p∈[0,1]

1
1−δ
≥
.
n
1 − µα̂R p

Proceeding similar as in previous examples, we rewrite the constraint as
p≤

1 − n (1 − δ)
,
µα̂R

where the upper bound is equal to the maximal cartel price p̂R < pM = 1 whenever α̂R >
[1 − n (1 − δ)] /µ. Otherwise, p̂R = pM . In the former case, an increase in the probability of monitoring µ reduces the maximal cartel price. Note that such improvement through
increasing µ is not feasible under the ex-ante leniency of Example 3, where β (the combined probability of investigation, µ, and conviction, θ) does not influence the price-setting
incentives of systematically reporting cartels.
Note also that in our model, sustaining cartel price p ∈ (pN , pM ] with a systematic
collusion and reporting strategy profile is more attractive than a silent collusion strategy
1−δ
profile in terms of expected cartel profits whenever µ (p) α̂ (p, R) < 1 − Λ(p)
, which can be
interpreted in terms of Kaplow and Shavell (1994). Similar to Section 4.2, this inequality
reflects the notion of exploitability as defined in Spagnolo (2004) and we show that it extends
easily to ex-post leniency programs.
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Figure 6: Maximum cartel prices in the (p, α)-space in case α (·, R) = µ (·) α̂ (·, R).

5.3

The Maximal Cartel Price under ex-post Leniency

In this subsection, we characterize the maximal cartel price for both stationary strategy
profiles we considered so far in this section. This result will also be graphically illustrated.
Finally, we compare both leniency programs and derive policy implications.
The set of sustainable cartel prices is obviously equal to the union of the intervals derived
in Section 5.1 and 5.2. Formally, we obtain the set of sustainable cartel prices given by
[ N S ] [ N R]
[
{
}]
p , p̂ ∪ p , p̂ = pN , max p̂S , p̂R . Since p̂S < pA by Proposition 5, the following
result is immediate and summarizes the maximum cartel price for eﬀective ex-post leniency
programs.
Proposition 7 Under the most eﬀective ex-post leniency program and modified grim-trigger
{
}
{
}
strategy profiles, the maximal cartel price is given by max p̂S , p̂R = max p̂S , pN = p̂S <
pA .
This proposition implies that a properly designed most eﬀective ex-post leniency program,
i.e., α̂ (·, N ) = 0 and α̂(·, R) = k(·), is more successful than the most eﬀective ex-ante leniency
program in reducing the maximal cartel price. It is evident from comparing Proposition 4 and
7 that the maximal cartel price under eﬀective ex-post leniency is smaller than the maximal
cartel price under ex-ante leniency, which cannot be reduced below pA . This implies that
the maximal cartel harm is reduced by an eﬀective ex-post leniency program.
Next, as in Section 4.3, we illustrate the maximal cartel price for arbitrary ex-post leniency programs in the (p, α)-space in Figure 6 for the case p̂S < pA .26 For reasons of
comparison with ex-ante leniency programs, we put the expected reduced-fine rate conditional on being inspected on the vertical axis, µ (·) α̂ (·, R). Then, µ (·) α̂ (·, R) represents a
curve in this space. As before, the question is what strategy profile supports cartel price p
(if sustainable) if the expected reduced-fine rate is µ (p) α̂ (p, R). This question is answered
1−δ
for a systematic collusion and reporting strategy profile whenever µ (p) α̂ (p, R) ≤ 1 − λ(p)
,
which are regions A, B1 and B2 in Figure 6, and similarly for a silent strategy profile for
all p ≤ p̂S independent of the expected reduced-fine rate, which are Region A and C. So,
26

The case p̂S = pA results in a figure similar to Figure 4, which we omit.
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for every combination of cartel price p and expected reduced-fine rate µ (p) α̂ (p, R) in region
A, both strategy profiles support cartel price p. However, for every combination of cartel
price p and µ (p) α̂ (p, R) in Region B1 and B2 only the systematic collusion and reporting
strategy profile supports cartel price p. The union of B1 and B2 can be seen as the region
with adverse eﬀects of ex-post leniency in terms of Motta and Polo (2003). Similarly, for
region C, only the silent cartel strategy profile supports cartel price p. For completeness, all
combinations of p and α (p, R) in Region D1 and D2 cannot be sustained by the cartel. The
boundaries of regions C, B1 and B2 illustrate the maximal cartel price in the (p, α)-space.
starts at the cartel price p̂S < pA .
The downward sloping curve of 1 − 1−δ
λ(·)
Combining Figure 6 and 4, enables to identify the diﬀerences between ex-ante and expost leniency programs. In case ex-post leniency is eﬀective in reducing p̂S below pA , the
vertical line at p̂S under ex-post leniency lies to the left of the vertical line at pA , which is
the lowest possible maximal cartel price under ex-ante leniency. For arbitrary (in)eﬀective
leniency programs, we obtain the following result. By having α(·, R) and µ (·) α̂ (·, R) on the
vertical axis, it is immediately clear that pR = p̂R whenever
µ (p) α̂ (p, R) = α (p, R) = 1 −

[
]
1−δ
for all p ∈ pN , pM .
λ (p)

Otherwise, it would follow from the combined figure that one of the two leniency programs
would allow to sustain a larger maximal cartel price than the other. So, in order to have
the same maximal cartel price under systematic collusion and reporting strategy profile in
both leniency regimes, it suﬃces to impose α̂(·, R) = α(·, R)/µ (·). Because 0 < µ (·) < 1,
this suggests that ex-post leniency should be less generous than ex-ante leniency in case of
multiple reporting. This supports the current practice in the US and the EU. It also gives
a clear-cut novel policy recommendation on how the eﬀectiveness of leniency programs can
be improved.
We conclude this section by revisiting the Bertrand oligopoly example with linear demand
for the final time.
Example 7 Reconsider Example 5 under the ex-post leniency program with linear reducedfine functions. Recall from the previous examples, that we have obtained
pR =

1 − n (1 − δ)
1 − n (1 − δ)
and p̂R =
.
αR
µα̂R

When we compare the maximal cartel price p̂R for the case p̂R < pM to the maximal cartel
price under ex-ante leniency, pR , derived in Example 3, we conclude that both are equal
whenever α̂R = αR /µ > αR . This confirms that ex-post leniency should be less generous than
ex-ante leniency. Note also that the ratio between α̂R and αR has to be aligned with 1/µ in
order to keep the maximal cartel price in the presence of both ex-ante and ex-post leniency
programs as low as possible.
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6

Concluding Remarks

In this paper, the maximal cartel price in infinitely-repeated sequential games with twostages is studied as a proxy for both the set of sustainable cartel prices, and consumers’
worst-case scenario of maximal damage. We first characterized the maximal cartel price
under antitrust enforcement without leniency as a benchmark. In the presence of leniency
programs, we analyze the three important decisions firms face: The concerted decision to
set the cartel price, the unilateral decision to deviate from the cartel price, and the decision
to report to the AA. Given the currently adopted policy rules, we show that the maximal
cartel price is the maximum of two other prices: The maximal cartel price sustained by
cartels that operate silently and the price sustained by cartels that systematically collude
and report. Our characterization disentangles the eﬀects of these two cartel strategies as
well as the eﬀects of traditional antitrust policies and both ex-ante and ex-post leniency
programs.
We provide policy recommendations on how to improve the design of antitrust policy and
leniency, how to eliminate adverse eﬀects, and what is necessary to prevent cartel formation
in the first place. Our policy recommendations support the current practice of leniency
policies and extend the existing theoretical findings with explicit analysis of the impact on
prices set by cartels. In particular, we obtain that individual fine reductions in case of
multiple reporting firms should be avoided in order to mitigate exploitability by systematic
collusion and reporting in as many industries as possible. Both current ex-ante and ex-post
leniency programs in most EC countries could be improved by abolishing the reduced fine
for the second-reporting firm, similar to the current US system. On the other hand, single
(or the first-)reporting firm should be granted full immunity. Results of Section 5 support
the policies in countries where ex-post leniency applications are allowed and ex-post leniency
is designed to be less generous than ex-ante.
We stress that our results are robust. First of all, our results hold for general oligopoly
models and general policy functions. Furthermore, since there is a substantial class of
oligopoly models in which the profit-maximizing cartel price coincides with the maximal
cartel price, our results complement the cartel profit-maximization approach for this class.
Our focus is on general policy functions for a methodological reason. In future research,
the optimal design of traditional antitrust and leniency programs remains to be an important
research issue. Studying the optimal design requires a well-defined framework for analyzing
the eﬀects of changes in antitrust policies and leniency programs on consumers’ welfare.
Such changes can be thought of as shaping the policy functions and, ideally, one would like a
flexible and large class of such policy functions that are a priori neither constant nor linear.
Our framework allows for such a rich class of potential policy functions and a characterization
of the maximal cartel price related to the equilibrium conditions.
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